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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL
Examples of Prompts and Answers 

PROMPTS

Describe your first kiss

Recall an event that really angered you or a time you felt 
overjoyed

ANSWERS (LIWC Format)

My first kiss was when I was fifteen and I was at my boyfriend’s 
house and we were watching a movie and I was gonna go home 
because I had to get home for curfew. When I was walking out of 
his front door I fell down his front step and I was super 
embarrassed ‘cause it was just like this guy is never gonna want 
to date me again and then he picked me up and gave me a kiss 
goodnight.

ATTITUDINAL
Examples of Prompts and Answers

PROMPTS

Favorite Movie 

Favorite Color

Favorite Animal

ANSWERS (LIWC Format)

My favorite composer is Bach uh I lpp I think he’s one of the 
best composers of the Baroque period and my favorite 
piece of his is his violin concerto in G minor.

My senior year of high school we had our annual ball and I didn’t have a date

because a lot of my guy friends decided not to go. But at the last minute when 

everyone was at my friend’s house to get ready and take pictures one of my

closest guy friends texted me and said hey we’re both going tonight so why not

be last minute dates. It ended up being a way better experience for me because

then I didn’t have to stress out about the date, his tux, or his boutonnière.

First person 

singular 

pronoun
Exclusive word

Negative 

emotion word

Motion word Third person 

pronoun

Content of Language Samples 
When evaluating content of the prompts, Newman et al. (2003) stated that, “Linguistic 

markers of deception would for the most part generalize across context, but context did 

matter to some degree”.   

 

It was also seen that deception was more predictive when the subject of the prompts was 

similar in nature (Newman et al., 2003). Simply put, linguistic styles will be predictive of 

the lie/truth value of a statement if the prompts given are on the same subject. 

  

 

Linguistic Styles 
Honest Linguistic Style:  

More self references, more references to others, and more exclusive words. Less negative 

emotion words and fewer motion verbs were also used in the honest linguistic style 

(Newman et al., 2003). Deceptive communication would be exactly opposite of this defi-

nition and would characterize a lie. Honest style appears similar in definition to the Femi-

nine Linguistic Style shown below.  

 

Feminine Linguistic Style:  

More other references, more positive emotion words, fewer big words, fewer articles and 

negations, less swear words and prepositions, and fewer references to money and num-

bers( Newman, Groom, Stone & Pennebaker, 2006). 

 

Gender and Language 

Based on the situation at hand, a person’s linguistic style may change due to the subject of the con-

versation or question. Similar to how our delivery of speech would change based on our target (ex: 

talking to your mother about school versus talking to your partner about school), our language 

would change due to the subject we are discussing.  

 

 

Females tend to focus on relationships and this is seen by their reference to others. More positive 

emotions and less negations could be feminine because females emphasize the positive outcomes of 

an event and explain their actions by what they were doing instead of what they weren't doing.  

Females may find other words, perhaps because they are around others more, instead of swear words 

when talking. The lack of number and money references could be explained by the past absence of 

women in male dominated careers and university courses that still permeates today’s world.  

 

 

The Honest Linguistic Style uses more self and other references because a person is trying to obtain 

closeness to the subjects of the statement. Less negative emotion words and motion words could be 

used because positive emotions toward an event would be desired and the emphasis would be on the 

state the subject of the statement was in compared to the basic actions they were performing.  

More exclusive words could be utilized because a person telling the truth would want to expand on 

the story and include every detail, whereas a liar may try to keep the story simple to avoid confusing 

details. 

The Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software program (LIWC) ana-

lyzes written and verbal communication and categorizes the content into 

72 categories.  

Many words cross reference in multiple categories and are counted multi-

ple times within the analysis.  

The categories cover topics such as psychological processes and percep-

tual processes but also include the linguistic processes category to track 

functional word use such as verbs and articles.  

The analysis includes the overall word count of the text and presents the 

categorical counts as percentages of the overall word count.  

The LIWC program can categorize 80% of words (or more) in a given 

document.  

 

 

Set up of classroom for Deception Task Participant delivering deception task to group members 

As predicted, females used the Feminine Linguistic Style more than males. 

The context of the prompt did moderate the linguistic style used by the participants and in 

fact the context of the prompt was what could determine the lie/truth component of the 

statement. 

The Honest Style and the Feminine Style correlated with one another but they did not 

overlap in other categories of analysis. 

Honest language, contrary to the hypothesis, was characterized in this study to use more 

motion verbs, more negative emotions, more distancing language, and more personal ref-

erences.  

 

These results tell us that in deception and linguistic research there must be a direct attempt 

to control for the content of the questions being asked or the prompts being given to the 

participants.  

In addition, these results lead us to believe that perhaps there are multiple linguistic styles 

that a person uses when in different contexts, including when they are lying.  

 

113 participants (54 male, 59 female) delivered two statements (one lie, one truth) in succession to a group of 6 

onlookers in response to prompts.  

Participants were divided into groups of 7 participants (all of which had zero acquaintance with one another).  

The prompts were split into two categories: autobiographical and attitudinal (examples below).  

Autobiographical and attitudinal prompts were prepared by the participants up to 72 hours prior to the delivery of 

the statements to their group members.  

Participants delivered the statements to their group and were video recorded. Order of truth and lie responses was 

randomized and unknown to the onlookers.  

Participants were told to make every statement as believable as possible and that the onlookers would be judging 

which statement was a lie.  

The videos were processed and transcripts were made according to the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count  

(LIWC) software standards (specifically the oral text standards). These transcripts were then proofed, edited, 

proofed a second time, and then analyzed using the LIWC software program.  

H1: Females will use the Feminine Linguistic Style more than males 

 

H2: The context of the prompt will moderate the linguistic style used in 

the statements 

 

H3: The Feminine Linguistic Style will positively correlate with the Hon-

est Linguistic Style in both the Attitudinal and Autobiographical condi-

tions 

 

H4: Deceptive communication will be characterized by the use of fewer 

self and other references, less exclusive words, more negative emotion  

words and fewer motion verbs 

Attitudinal lies were more honest compared to autobiographical lies (F=5.17, p=.0249) 

 

For females, Feminine Style predicts truths in the attitudinal condition (F=4.20, p<.05) 

 

Feminine Style was used at a higher rate in attitudinal statements compared to autobiographical 

statements (F=21.13, p=.0001) 
 

HYPOTHESES 

Example of an LIWC analysis of text 

Female Linguistic Style catches Female Attitudinal Lies: Females would want to avoid using this 

style if they were discussing Attitudinal events if they do not want to get caught. 

 

Honest Linguistic Style catches Male Autobiographical Lies: Males would not want to use this 

style if they were lying about autobiographical events and did not want to get caught. 


